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Abstract

We compute the dynamic reactivity of several reactor configurations by resorting to Monte Carlo simulation. The adjoint-weighted
kinetics parameters are first determined by the Iterated Fission Probability (IFP) method, together with precursor decay constants,
and the reactivity is then estimated by the in-hour equation. When reference experimental values are available for the reactivity as a
function of the asymptotic reactor period, comparison with the Monte Carlo simulation findings allows validating the IFP algorithm
and at the same time probing the accuracy of the nuclear data libraries used in numerical simulations. For our calculations we
resort to the Tripoli-4 R© Monte Carlo code, developed at CEA, where IFP methods have been recently implemented. We perform a
detailed analysis of the IPEN/MB-01 core, the SPERT III E-core, and the SPERT IV D-12/25 core, for which benchmark-quality
reactor specifications have been published. We single out some systematic discrepancies between computed and measured core
reactivity that might mirror possible inconsistencies in nuclear data libraries.
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1. Introduction

The Iterated Fission Probability (IFP) algorithm has provided
a major breakthrough in Monte Carlo methods as applied to
criticality calculations, enabling adjoint-weighted physical ob-
servables to be estimated (Feghni et al., 2007, 2008; Nauchi5

and Kameyama, 2010; Kiedrowski, 2011b). Exact calcula-
tion of adjoint-weighted quantities by the IFP method thus es-
tablishes Monte Carlo simulation as a reference tool for the
analysis of effective kinetics parameters, which are key to nu-
clear reactor safety during transient operation and accidental10

excursions (Nauchi and Kameyama, 2010; Kiedrowski, 2011b;
Shim et al., 2011; Nauchi and Kameyama, 2009). A num-
ber of Monte Carlo production codes have integrated or are
planning to integrate IFP capabilities: a non-exhaustive list
includes MCNP 1 (Kiedrowski, 2011a), SCALE (Perfetti, 2012),15

SERPENT (Leppanen, 2014), and Tripoli-4 R© (Truchet et al.,
2015).

In a series of recent papers, we have reported the IFP
algorithm as implemented in the Tripoli-4 R© Monte Carlo
code (Brun et al., 2015; Truchet et al., 2015), and we have20

described the results of the validation tests performed against

∗Corresponding author. Tel. +33 (0)1 6908 9544
Email address: andrea.zoia@cea.fr (Andrea Zoia)

1The IFP method has been implemented in the official release of MCNP in
2010. However, on August 20th, 2014, Dr. Kiedrowski of LANL has re-
ported a bug concerning the IFP algorithm in MCNP5-1.60, MCNP6.1, and
MCNP6.1.1 (see https://mcnp.lanl.gov/BUGS/BUGS.shtml). Prior to
them, Dr. Nauchi has independently implemented his own version of the IFP
method for the enhanced MCNP5 version developed at CRIEPI in 2009 (Nauchi
and Kameyama, 2009).

several reactor configurations, including the Rossi alpha suite
and research reactors operated at CEA (Truchet et al., 2015),
the SPERT III E-core (Zoia and Brun, 2016), and the CROCUS
benchmark (Zoia et al., 2016). So far, the IFP method has been25

used in Tripoli-4 R© to compute the effective delayed neutron
fraction βeff, the effective neutron generation time Λeff, and the
so-called Rossi alpha parameter αRossi = −βeff/Λeff.

In the development version of Tripoli-4 R©, based on release
4.10, we have added a new capability allowing the components30

βeff,i of the delayed neutron fractions due to each precursor fam-
ily i to be computed (Zoia et al., 2016). Such components
are estimated by resorting to the existing IFP method, and by
recording each event contributing to βeff on the basis of its la-
bel i, i.e., the sampled precursor family. In the development35

version of Tripoli-4 R© the decay constants λi of the precursor
families are also estimated. Contrary to the effective delayed
neutron fraction βeff,i, the quantities λi according to their defi-
nitions in standard point reactor kinetics need not to be adjoint-
weighted (Keepin, 1965), and are thus computed at each fission40

event by simply recording the decay constant value pertaining
to the sampled delayed neutron event.

A fairly large number of experimental data based on reactor
noise techniques exist for βeff and αRossi

2, which allows exten-
sively validating the IFP method. Very limited knowledge is45

instead available for the partial βeff,i and λi per precursor fam-
ily, so that the validation of the Monte Carlo methods for these

2Sometimes, independent measurements are provided also for Λeff. Most
often, however, the effective mean generation time is estimated by taking the
ratio between the experimental values of βeff and αRossi. See, for instance, the
discussion in (Truchet et al., 2015)
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quantities is more problematic (see, e.g., (WPEC6, 2002)). For
instance, in (Zoia et al., 2016) we have resorted to code-code
comparison between the development version of Tripoli-4 R©

50

and the enhanced version of MCNP5 developed by Dr. Y. Nauchi
at CRIEPI, based on MCNP5.1.30.

Intensive research efforts are being made so as to produce
benchmark-quality experimental results for the kinetics pa-
rameters of light water reactors, such as in the case of the55

IPEN/MB-01 reactor (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014), including
partial kinetics parameters and their associated uncertainties.
Progress is however hindered by the complexity of the experi-
mental techniques for singling out the family contributions (dos
Santos and Diniz, 2014).60

In parallel to comparison with direct experimental measure-
ments of βeff,i and λi (typically by reactor noise techniques), the
validation of Monte Carlo calculations of the partial kinetics
parameters by the IFP method can be carried out by resorting
to the indirect approach proposed for instance for the CRO-65

CUS (OECD/NEA, 2007; Paratte et al., 2006) or IPEN/MB-
01 (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014) benchmarks. The partial kinet-
ics parameters βeff,i and λi can be used in combination with βeff

and Λeff so as to infer the so-called dynamic reactivity ρd of the
core by the in-hour equation (Keepin, 1965). Then, the dynamic70

reactivity thus estimated can be contrasted to measurements of
the core reactivity ρe(T ) as a function of the asymptotic reactor
period T , when available from rod-drop or reactivity insertion
experiments, or to the so-called direct reactivity ρk, which is
obtained by calculation as the difference of the fundamental keff75

eigenvalues between a critical and a perturbed configuration.
In the CROCUS benchmark, for instance, it is proposed to

compute the dynamic reactivity ρd of several core configura-
tions and to compare it to the direct reactivity ρk (OECD/NEA,
2007; Paratte et al., 2006). When the results of the CROCUS80

benchmark were originally published in 2006, relatively large
discrepancies were reported for some of the participants, and
possible lack of accuracy in the simulation methods and/or in
the nuclear data chosen by some of the participants was pointed
out as a possible reason (OECD/NEA, 2007; Paratte et al.,85

2006). The CROCUS benchmark has been later considered by
several authors with different Monte Carlo codes, methods and
libraries (Vollaire et al., 2006; Leppanen, 2008; Meulekamp and
van der Marck, 2006; Nauchi and Kameyama, 2008). In (Zoia
et al., 2016), we have systematically revisited the CROCUS90

benchmark by resorting to the exact IFP method, and we have
thus been able to single out the impact of nuclear data libraries
on the discrepancies between direct and dynamic reactivity. In
other words, based on the observation that the IFP method is
largely successful in reproducing experimental observations for95

βeff, the decomposition of the delayed neutron fraction into the
precursor family contributions does not hide any algorithmic
or conceptual difficulty. The disagreement between dynamic
and direct reactivity should then be attributed to the quality of
the delayed neutron parameters in the nuclear data libraries (in100

terms of total multiplicity, energy spectra, decay constants λi

and relative abundances ai of each precursor family). The two
related integral quantities are βeff, i.e., the amount of delayed
neutron emission, and τ =

∑
i ai/λi, i.e., the average lifetime of

delayed neutron emission. Analogous observations are reported105

for instance for the IPEN/MB-01 benchmark (dos Santos and
Diniz, 2014).

In this paper, we extend the analysis that we have previously
carried out for the CROCUS benchmark by considering a few
benchmark-quality reactor configurations where the reactivity110

ρe(T ) has been accurately determined, namely the IPEN/MB-
01 facility (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014), the SPERT III E-
core (Heffner and Wilson, 1961), and the SPERT IV D-12/25
core (Crocker and Stephan, 1964). In doing so, we pursue two
intimately related goals: on one hand, we resort to the exper-115

imental in-hour curve in order to validate the new Tripoli-4 R©

routines enabling the calculation of partial kinetics parameters
by the IFP method; on the other hand, investigation of the dis-
crepancies between measured and computed reactivity allow
assessing the impact of nuclear data on these calculations, and120

possibly pointing out inconsistencies in the values of the decay
constants and/or of the average delayed neutron number. Er-
rors in the partial kinetics parameters actually mirror underly-
ing incoherences in distributions of delayed neutron families as
reported in the nuclear data libraries, which might then hinder125

the accurate simulation of non-stationary reactor cores.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we detail

the methodology that we will adopt for our investigation, and
briefly describe the nuclear data libraries that will be tested. In
the same section we will also describe the Tripoli-4 R© Monte130

Carlo code and provide the simulation details. In Sec. 3 we will
analyze the case of the IPEN/MB-01 core. In Secs. 4 and 5 we
will then consider the SPERT III E-core and the SPERT IV D-
12/25 core, respectively. Conclusions will be finally drawn in
Sec. 6.135

2. Methodology

Our analysis will be based on the following procedure. We
will select some reactor configurations where the reactivity ρe

has been determined as a function of the asymptotic reactor pe-
riod T , so that an in-hour curve ρe = ρe(T ) is available. By re-
sorting to Tripoli-4 R©, we will perform criticality calculations
on the Monte Carlo models corresponding to these configu-
rations, and compute the adjoint-weighted kinetics parameters
βeff,i, βeff =

∑
i βeff,i and Λeff by the IFP method, and the fission-

weighted decay constants λi. Then, based on these quantities,
we will estimate the so-called dynamic reactivity ρd (expressed
in dollars $) via the in-hour equation as

ρd[$] =
Λ∗eff

T
+
∑

i

ai

λiT + 1
, (1)

where Λ∗eff
= Λeff/βeff is the reduced generation time (carry-

ing units of time), ai = βeff,i/βeff are the relative fractions of
the delayed neutron families, and the sum is extended over all
families.140

The dynamic reactivity ρd can be evaluated for each T , and
thus contrasted to the experimental reactivity ρe. Systematic
differences between the experimental measurements and the
computed values can be therefore used to probe the impact of
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the nuclear data libraries on the calculation of the kinetics pa-145

rameters. In particular, we will separately determine the distinct
contributions of the reduced generation time Λ∗eff

, of the relative
fractions ai, and of the decay constants λi to the observed dis-
crepancies.

We will first address the case of the IPEN/MB-01 core, for150

which an analogous analysis has been recently carried out based
on the MCNP Monte Carlo code (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014).
Comparison with published results will allow establishing the
proposed procedure on firm grounds. Then, we will present the
case of the SPERT III E-core and the SPERT IV D-12/25 core,155

where measured and computed in-hour curves have never been
compared before, to the authors’ best knowledge.

Several nuclear data libraries will be consid-
ered to this aim: JEFF3.1.1 (Santamarina et al.,
2009), ENDF/B-VII.r0 (Chadwick et al., 2006), and160

JENDL-4.0 (Shibata et al., 2011). We remind that, following
the OECD/NEA working group WPEC6 (WPEC6, 2002), a
eight-group structure was adopted for the time dependence of
delayed neutron in JEFF3.1.1, with fixed decay constants λi

for any fissioning isotope. The other two libraries have kept the165

historical six-group structure, mostly due to neutron transport
code limitations in reading the eight-group format.

2.1. Monte Carlo simulations
All Monte Carlo simulations described in the following

have been carried out by resorting to Tripoli-4 R©, the general-170

purpose Monte Carlo radiation transport code developed at
CEA and devoted to shielding, reactor physics with deple-
tion, criticality safety and nuclear instrumentation (Brun et
al., 2015). Tripoli-4 R© is the reference Monte Carlo code
for CEA (including laboratories and reactor facilities) and the175

French utility company EDF. It is also the reference code of the
CRISTAL Criticality Safety package (Gomit et al., 2011) devel-
oped with IRSN, EDF and AREVA. The code offers both fixed-
source and criticality simulation modes. Neutrons are simu-
lated in the energy range from 20 MeV to 10−5 eV. Particle180

transport is performed in continuous-energy, and the necessary
nuclear data (i.e., point-wise cross-sections, scattering kernels,
secondary energy-angle distributions, secondary particle yields,
fission spectra, and so on) are read by the code from any eval-
uation written in ENDF-6 format (McLane, 2004). The code185

can directly access files in ENDF and PENDF format. For the
unresolved resonance range, probability tables (when present
and requested) are generated for Tripoli-4 R© by using the CAL-
ENDF code (Sublet et al., 2011).

Concerning kinetics parameters calculations, the method190

based on the expected number of fission neutrons in the next
generation was already available in Tripoli-4 R©, as discussed,
for instance, in (Lee and Hugot, 2011; Hugot and Lee, 2011).
Starting from version 4.10, un-weighted kinetics parameters
and IFP-based adjoint-weighted delayed neutron fraction and195

mean generation time are now available (Truchet et al., 2015).
For IFP, a superposed-cycles implementation has been chosen,
with an arbitrary number of latent generations M; here we have
taken M = 20 latent generations, based on previous experi-
ences on similar cores. In the development version of the code200

Figure 1: (Color online) Radial view of the Tripoli-4 R© model
of the IPEN/MB-01 core.

that was used for the simulations reported in the following sec-
tions, further capabilities allowing for partial delayed neutron
fractions and precursor decay constants (per family) have been
added.

Nuclear data libraries have been processed at CEA at the205

closest temperature compatible with the benchmark specifica-
tions. Thermal data for bound hydrogen in water have been
included. Doppler broadening of elastic scattering differential
cross sections has been enforced by using the standard SVT
model. The DBRC model for resonant nuclides, although avail-210

able (Zoia et al., 2012), has not been used, since it is not ex-
pected to have any significant impact on kinetics parameters at
room temperature.

3. The IPEN/MB-01 reactor facility at Sao Paulo

The IPEN/MB-01 reactor is a zero power critical facility215

specially designed for measurement of a wide variety of reac-
tor physics parameters. It has been thus adopted to produce
benchmark-quality experimental data for checking the compu-
tational methodologies used to design a nuclear reactor and the
related nuclear data libraries. The facility consists of a 28 × 26220

rectangular array of UO2 fuel rods 4.3% enriched and clad by
stainless steel (SS-304) inside a light water tank (see Fig. 1).
The control banks are composed by 12 Ag-In-Cd rods and the
safety banks by 12 B4C rods. The pitch of the IPEN/MB-01
reactor was chosen to be close to the optimum moderator ratio.225

The specifications for the IPEN/MB-01 configuration used for
kinetics parameters measurements are provided in (dos Santos
et al., 2013) and references therein.

For the Tripoli-4 R© criticality simulations, we have run 102

inactive cycles and 4×103 active cycles, with 105 neutrons per230

cycle. The attained convergence on keff is less than 6 pcm for
all tested libraries.
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Figure 2: (Color online) Comparison between reference and
computed dynamic reactivity of the IPEN/MB-01 core. Black
squares represent reference data from (dos Santos et al., 2013;
dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). The other symbols correspond
to Tripoli-4 R© calculations with different nuclear data libraries:
blue triangles for JEFF3.1.1; green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0;
and red circles for JENDL-4.0.

3.1. The kinetics parameters βeff, Λeff, and αRossi

The effective delayed neutron fraction βeff and the effective
generation time Λeff of the IPEN/MB-01 reactor have been care-235

fully determined and transformed into benchmark-quality val-
ues with associated experimental uncertainties (dos Santos et
al., 2013) in a series of so-called microscopic noise experi-
ments (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). The Tripoli-4 R© calcu-
lation results for the effective delayed neutron fraction and for240

the effective mean generation time are shown in Tab. 2. The
MCNP estimates reported in (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014) are
also provided in the same Table. The Rossi alpha parameter
αRossi = −βeff/Λeff has been separately measured in the micro-
scopic noise experiments (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014), and it245

has been compared to Tripoli-4 R© simulation results in Tab. 2.
The MCNP estimates reported in (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014)
are also provided in the same Table. The global agreement be-
tween the simulation results computed by Tripoli-4 R© and the
reference benchmark values is good. Code-code comparison250

with MCNP is also satisfactory for all tested libraries. Com-
puted values for βeff appear to be in better agreement with the
benchmark value for ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 than for
JEFF3.1.1. This is due to the lower value for the total delayed
neutron yield of 235U, which is 1.585% in the ENDF/B-VII.r0255

and JENDL-4.0 libraries, compared with 1.62% in JEFF3.1.1.
The mean neutron generation time Λeff does not appear to be
significantly affected by the choice of the nuclear data library,
as its value is mostly related to neutron transport issues (see,
e.g., the discussion in (Zoia et al., 2016)).260
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Figure 3: (Color online) Relative errors (C − E)/E between
reference and computed dynamic reactivity of the IPEN/MB-01
core. Reference data (E) are taken from (dos Santos et al., 2013;
dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). Symbols correspond to Tripoli-
4 R© calculations (C) with different nuclear data libraries: blue
triangles for JEFF3.1.1; green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0; and
red circles for JENDL-4.0. Errors (C − E)/E are expressed in
percent.

3.2. Partial kinetics parameters

In a series of so-called macroscopic noise experiments, mea-
surements for the partial kinetics parameters per precursor fam-
ily have been determined for the IPEN/MB-01 reactor, together
with the associated uncertainties (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014).265

The approach consists in a least-squares fitting procedure where
the decay constants are initially kept fixed at the value sug-
gested in the ENDF/B-VI.r8 nuclear data library, and the rela-
tive abundances ai = βeff,i/βeff are fitted. Then the decay con-
stants are fitted with the relative abundances kept fixed and the270

process is repeated until no further changes occur in the fit-
ted data. The respective numerical values for βeff,i/βeff and λi

are reported in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4. Precursors have been re-
grouped into six groups. A new processing of the raw macro-
scopic noise from (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014) was recently275

performed at CEA, in order to fit the relative abundances in the
eight-group structure, with the same fixed decay constants than
in JEFF3.1.1: the resulting benchmark values are reported in
Tab. 5.

We have computed the partial kinetics parameters βeff,i and280

λi with Tripoli-4 R©: simulation results are given in Tab. 5
for JEFF3.1.1, and in Tabs. 3 and 4 for JENDL-4.0 and
ENDF/B-VII.r0. They are respectively compared to the eight-
group and six-group results from the fit of macroscopic noise
measurements. These findings are illustrated in Figs. 12 and285

Fig 13 for the relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff

and in Fig. 14 for the decay constants λi.
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T [s] T4 JEFF-3.1.1 MCNP JEFF-3.1.1 T4 ENDF/B-VII.r0 MCNP ENDF/B-VII.r0 T4 JENDL-4.0 MCNP JENDL-4.0

1 1.0 ± 0.7 1.2 ± 0.7 -3.7 ± 0.7 -3.8 ± 0.8 0.9 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.7
10 2.8 ± 1.9 3.1 ± 2.0 -8.7 ± 1.9 -9.0 ± 1.8 2.4 ± 1.9 2.9 ± 1.9
100 3.8 ± 4.4 4.3 ± 4.7 -12.2 ± 4.4 -12.8 ± 4.3 3.3 ± 4.4 2.7 ± 4.6
200 3.6 ± 3.9 4.2 ± 4.2 -12.8 ± 3.9 -13.2 ± 4.6 3.1 ± 3.9 2.4 ± 4.1
-200 3.5 ± 6.6 2.7 ± 6.9 -13.1 ± 6.7 -14.5 ± 6.0 2.7 ± 6.6 0.03 ± 6.7
-100 -1.1 ± 5.3 -2.9 ± 5.5 -14.9 ± 5.3 -16.4 ± 4.8 -2.8 ± 5.3 -6.1 ± 5.3
-90 -4.1 ± 4.5 -6.9 ± 4.7 -16.1 ± 4.5 -17.8 ± 4.3 -6.9 ± 4.5 -9.9 ± 4.6
-85 -7.3 ± 3.5 -11.2 ± 4.1 -18.1 ± 3.5 -20.0 ± 3.8 -12.5 ± 3.5 -16.8 ± 4.0

Table 1: Relative errors (C − E)/E (in percent) for the dynamic reactivity of the IPEN/MB-01 core as a function of the asymptotic
period T . Simulation results (C) are obtained with Tripoli-4 R© from the in-hour equation with various nuclear data libraries.
Reference values (E) are taken from (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). For MCNP, relative errors are those reported in (dos Santos and
Diniz, 2014).

3.3. The dynamic reactivity

Once the kinetics parameters βeff/Λeff, ai = βeff,i/βeff, and
λi have been estimated as described above, the dynamic re-290

activity ρd can be finally inferred based on the in-hour equa-
tion 1. Benchmark-quality values for the reactivity of the
IPEN/MB-01 core corresponding to several reactor periods are
given in (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). The reactivity results
obtained by Tripoli-4 R© are displayed in Fig. 2 for the three li-295

braries JEFF3.1.1, ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0, where
they are contrasted to the reference data. The relative discrep-
ancies between calculations and benchmark data are provided
in Fig. 3.

The reactivity curve had been previously estimated in the300

framework of the MCNP model of IPEN/MB-01 (dos Santos and
Diniz, 2014), based on kinetics parameters computed by an in-
dependently developed IFP method. In order to discriminate
between the impact of nuclear data and that of the Monte Carlo
methods adopted for the calculations (in particular the IFP al-305

gorithm), it is instructive to compare the in-hour curve obtained
by Tripoli-4 R© to that of MCNP: results are reported in Tab. 1.

The Tripoli-4 R© results for the dynamic reactivity are in very
close agreement with MCNP results reported in (dos Santos and
Diniz, 2014), especially for positive periods and large negative310

periods. A few percent differences appear for negative reactor
periods close to 85s, which may be due to convergence issues
in the first family group (where the dynamic reactivity depends
almost entirely on the the decay of 87Br). Indeed, the MCNP

results have a statistical uncertainty almost one order of magni-315

tude higher than those of Tripoli-4 R©.
The C/E agreement is quite satisfactory for JEFF3.1.1 and

JENDL-4.0, while the ENDF/B-VII.r0 results are systemati-
cally underestimating the benchmark values. This trend was
already mentioned in (Leconte et al., 2016) as a result of the320

mean delayed neutron lifetime τ: in fact, τ is in close agree-
ment with the benchmark value in JEFF3.1.1 (2.6% agree-
ment) while it is strongly underestimated in ENDF/B-VII.r0

(−13.6%). This finding is a consequence of the too large decay
constants in ENDF/B-VII.r0 for the fifth and the sixth family325

groups, as observed in Fig. 14. For negative reactivity close
to −1$, JEFF3.1.1 results appear slightly better than those of
JENDL-4.0, thanks to a better estimate of the relative abun-

dances in the first and second group. Moreover, it is now rec-
ognized that the decay constants used in the six-group structure330

do not accurately reproduce the asymptotic die-away time con-
stants associated with the three longest-lived dominant precur-
sors (WPEC6, 2002).

4. The SPERT III E-core

The Special Power Excursion Reactor Test III (SPERT-III)335

is a small pressurized-water research reactor built and oper-
ated in the United States in the 1960s (Heffner and Wilson,
1961; Houghtaling et al., 1965; McCardell et al., 1969). The
main goal of SPERT-III was to analyze the kinetic behavior
of nuclear reactors with the purpose of assessing the safety of340

the installation and the thermal-mechanical stress of the struc-
tural materials. Several core configurations have been succes-
sively tested within the SPERT-III reactor: the E-core type con-
sisted of a pressurized light-water-moderated core with 4.8%-
enriched UO2 fuel pellets arranged in a regular lattice of cylin-345

drical pins (see Fig. 4), with (volumetric) moderator to non-
moderator ratio equal to 0.971 (Heffner and Wilson, 1961;
Houghtaling et al., 1965; McCardell et al., 1969). The E-core
has attracted a considerable amount of interest in view of the
possibility of validating reactor physics and thermal-hydraulics350

codes in both steady-state and transient conditions. Concerning
reactor physics, most of the previous analyses have been carried
out by means of deterministic codes, which can be easily cou-
pled with thermal-hydraulics codes, but suffer from various ap-
proximations (Kosaka et al., 1988; Ikeda and Takeda, 2001; Ya-355

maji et al., 2014; Grandi and Moberg, 2012; Grandi, 2014; Aoki
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2013). In particular, the modelling of
the complex and highly heterogeneous geometry of SPERT-III
has been often dealt with by resorting to spatial homogeniza-
tion methods, which may induce some discrepancies in the es-360

timation of the physical parameters (see for instance the discus-
sion in (Cao et al., 2015)). More recently, Monte Carlo mod-
els for MCNP (X-5 Monte Carlo Team, 2003) and KENO (Bow-
man, 2011) have been also proposed (Olson, 2013a,b; Cao et
al., 2015), and intensive efforts have been made in order to distil365

the available technical information on the E-core specifications
so as to propose an international benchmark for reactor physics
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Figure 4: (Color online) Radial view of the Tripoli-4 R© model
of the SPERT III E-core.

analysis at IAEA (Olson, 2013c; IAEA, 2015).
A new Monte Carlo model of the E-core has been devel-

oped for Tripoli-4 R©, and has been reported in (Zoia and Brun,370

2016): several reactor physics parameters have been satisfacto-
rily tested, including reactivity, control rod worths, Doppler and
void coefficients. For the present work, we have run Tripoli-4 R©

criticality simulations with 5×102 inactive cycles and 2.5×103

active cycles, and 4×104 neutrons per cycle. The attained con-375

vergence on keff is less than 10 pcm for all tested libraries.
Several core loading specifications are available (Olson,

2013c; IAEA, 2015): for our calculations, we have selected the
fully loaded operational configuration including 60 elements,
with all reactor components at 70 ◦F and atmospheric pressure380

(corresponding to cold zero power condition). The critical rod
height to achieve criticality for this configuration is 14.6 in 3

from the bottom of the active fuel height (Potenza et al., 1966;
Taxelius and Potenza, 1967; Taxelius, 1967; McCardell et al.,
1969).385

4.1. The kinetics parameters βeff, Λeff, and Λ†

The reduced mean generation time Λ† = Λeff/βeff has been
measured by neutron noise analysis (the power spectral den-
sity technique), and reads Λ† = 2.15 ± 0.008 ms (Taxelius and
Potenza, 1967). Previous calculations based on perturbation390

theory had given Λ† = 1.91 ms (Taxelius and Potenza, 1967).
Even though the uncertainty of the set of measurements is of
the order of 1%, for conservatism (because of the observed dis-
crepancy with respect to the perturbation calculation) the uncer-
tainty attributed to the reduced mean generation time has been395

evaluated at 12% (Taxelius, 1967). The kinetics parameters for

3Here and in the following, the critical height refers to the four control rod
pairs together. In (Potenza et al., 1966), the critical control rod height at cold
zero power was reported to be 14.55 in, then 14.6 in in all the following reports.

this configuration had been separately computed by resorting
to the deterministic codes DOPP-3C and CORA 4, and read
βeff = 718 pcm and Λeff = 15.55 µs (McCardell et al., 1969).
The estimated uncertainty for the delayed neutron fraction and400

of the mean generation time is of the order of 7 − 15% (assum-
ing independence between βeff and Λ†) (McCardell et al., 1969;
Olson, 2013a). These data are recalled in Tab. 6.

The kinetics parameters obtained for Tripoli-4 R© model with
JEFF3.1.1, ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 are reported in405

Tab. 6. These numerical findings are compatible with the mea-
sured and computed kinetics parameters reported above: the
discrepancies with respect to the computed kinetics parameters
are most probably due to the approximations of the determinis-
tic codes (simplified geometry and energy group meshes) and to410

the evolution of nuclear data libraries since the late 1960s. The
kinetics parameters at 70 ◦F have been previously computed for
the MCNP model of the SPERT-III E-core by resorting to the IFP
method with the ENDF/B-VII.r0 nuclear data library (Olson,
2013a,b): these results are also reported in Tab. 6 for compari-415

son.

4.2. Partial kinetics parameters

In (Taxelius, 1967), the partial kinetics parameters βeff,i and
λi are also quoted. These values have been computed by
resorting to the arguments and numerical estimates reported420

in (Keepin, 1965), and have been used in order to infer the in-
hour equation for the calibration of the system reactivity during
rod drop and period doubling experiments. Uncertainties have
been also evaluated. As such, while they do not represent ex-
perimental data (partial kinetics parameters of the SPERT III E-425

core have not been measured, to the authors’ best knowledge),
they can be used as reference values in order to probe the ap-
propriateness of the nuclear data libraries used to produce the
Monte Carlo estimates. The data reported in (Taxelius, 1967)
are regrouped into 6 precursor families and read as given in430

Tab. 8 and 9. This allows separately evaluating the impact of
nuclear data libraries for the calculation of βeff,i and λi, at least
limitedly to ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0.

We have computed the partial kinetics parameters βeff,i and
λi with Tripoli-4 R©: simulation results are given in Tab. 7435

for JEFF3.1.1, and in Tabs. 8 and 9 for JENDL-4.0 and
ENDF/B-VII.r0. For ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0, we
have also computed the relative errors with respect to literature
data (see Tabs. 8 and 9). These findings are illustrated in Fig. 15
for the relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff and in440

Fig. 16 for the decay constants λi.

4.3. The dynamic reactivity

In (McCardell et al., 1969), a series of experimental mea-
surements of the asymptotic reactor period T following rapid
reactivity insertions were reported, in the context of a vast pro-445

gram aimed at assessing the dynamic behaviour of the E-core.

4Four energy groups were used for the calculations reported here and below,
namely, [10 MeV - 0.82 MeV], [0.82 MeV - 5.5 keV], [5.5 keV - 0.532 eV],
and [0.532 eV - 0 eV] (McCardell et al., 1969).
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Figure 5: (Color online) Comparison between reference and
computed dynamic reactivity of the SPERT III E-core. Black
squares represent reference data from (McCardell et al., 1969;
Olson, 2013a,b). The other symbols correspond to Tripoli-4 R©

calculations with different nuclear data libraries: blue triangles
for JEFF3.1.1; green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0; and red cir-
cles for JENDL-4.0.

These data can be easily reprocessed in order to provide the in-
hour curve ρe = ρe(T ), expressing the reactivity ρe (in dollars)
as a function of the measured asymptotic reactor period T .

Once the kinetics parameters βeff/Λeff, ai = βeff,i/βeff, and λi450

have been estimated as described above, the dynamic reactiv-
ity ρd can be finally inferred based on the in-hour equation 1.
The results of the Tripoli-4 R© simulations for the E-core corre-
sponding to JEFF3.1.1, ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 are
displayed in Fig. 5, where they are contrasted to the measured455

data. The relative discrepancies between calculations and ex-
perimental data are provided in Fig. 6.

The IFP adjoint-weighted kinetics parameters and the precur-
sor decay constants have been independently estimated in the
framework of the MCNP model of the E-core (Olson, 2013a,b),460

by resorting to the ENDF/B-VII.r0 library. In order to discrim-
inate between the impact of nuclear data and that of the Monte
Carlo methods, it is instructive to compare the in-hour curve ob-
tained by Tripoli-4 R© to that of MCNP for the ENDF/B-VII.r0:
results are displayed in Fig. 7 and show that Tripoli-4 R© and465

MCNP are in excellent agreement with each other.
Both JEFF3.1.1 and JENDL-4.0 results are in good agree-

ment with reference values, over the 0.75$ to 1.2$ reactiv-
ity range, which allows extending the validation range above
prompt criticality with respect to the IPEN/MB-01 benchmark.470

The ENDF/B-VII.r0 results are working fine for very short re-
actor periods, mostly because of the predominance of the mean
generation time Λeff in the in-hour equation. For longer reactor
periods, simulations performed with ENDF/B-VII.r0 display
a systematic underestimation of about 4%, which is similar to475

the one observed in the IPEN/MB-01 benchmark for T = 1 s.
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Figure 6: Relative errors (C − E)/E between reference and
computed dynamic reactivity of the SPERT III E-core. Ref-
erence data (E) are taken from (McCardell et al., 1969; Ol-
son, 2013a,b). Symbols correspond to Tripoli-4 R© calcula-
tions (C) with different nuclear data libraries: blue triangles for
JEFF3.1.1; green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0; and red circles
for JENDL-4.0. Errors (C − E)/E are expressed in percent.

5. The SPERT-IV reactor facility at Idaho Falls

The SPERT-IV reactor facility (Phillips Petroleum Company,
Atomic Energy Division) was specifically designed to perform
a program of self-limiting power excursions tests (Crocker and480

Stephan, 1964). The main goal of these tests was to establish
the response of the reactor core to a series of step insertions
of reactivity, with the core being in critical or slightly subcriti-
cal conditions at a power of a few watts or less at atmospheric
pressure and ambient temperature. The configuration chosen485

for the experiments was the SPERT-IV D-12/25, a highly en-
riched, water-moderated, plate type core (see Fig. 8). A full re-
actor description can be retrieved from (Day, 2011b,a), where
the original data have been collected and formatted into spec-
ifications for an international IAEA benchmark in the field of490

reactor physics.
A detailed and thorough analysis of the SPERT-IV core has

been previously carried out at CEA/Cadarache: a Monte Carlo
model has been developed for Tripoli-4 R©, and the key core
features have been then computed and successfully compared to495

the experimental values, including reactivity, control rod worth
and kinetics parameters (Siréta and Bouret, 2014).

For this work, we have used the model described in (Siréta
and Bouret, 2014). We have simulated 102 inactive cycles and
103 active cycles, with 5× 104 neutrons per cycle. The attained500

convergence on keff is less than 15 pcm for all tested libraries.
A Monte Carlo model of SPERT IV had been indepen-

dently developed at ANSTO (Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organization) by using MCNP in the framework
of the IAEA benchmark (Day, 2011b,a). At that time, exact505
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Figure 7: (Color online) Comparison between reference and
computed dynamic reactivity of the SPERT III E-core. Black
squares represent reference data from (McCardell et al., 1969;
Olson, 2013a,b). Blue stars correspond to Tripoli-4 R© calcu-
lations with ENDF/B-VII.r0; red circles to MCNP calculations
with ENDF/B-VII.r0, from (Olson, 2013a,b).

adjoint-weighted scores were not available, and kinetics param-
eters had been computed by resorting to the method proposed
in (Bretscher, 1997). For this work, ANSTO has revised and
re-run the SPERT IV model using MCNP6, which includes IFP
capabilities, with the ENDF/B-VII.r0 nuclear data library. The510

simulation parameters are the following: 4 × 103 cycles with
2 × 105 neutrons per cycle, and M = 20 latent generations.

5.1. The kinetics parameters βeff, Λeff, Λ†, and `†

To the authors’ best knowledge, the only experimentally
measured kinetics parameters for the SPERT-IV D-12/25 core515

were the reduced neutron generation time Λ† = Λeff/βeff and
the reduced prompt neutron lifetime `† = keffΛeff/βeff. Sev-
eral independent tests have been carried out for Λ†, based on
different experimental techniques, leading to the following val-
ues: Λ† = 7.94 ± 0.26 ms from transient analysis during ex-520

cursion tests with various reactivity insertions (Crocker and
Stephan, 1964; Huffman et al., 1963), Λ† = 7.93 ± 0.12 ms
from super-prompt critical excursions tests (Johnson, 1963),
and Λ† = 8.07 ± 0.17 ms from statistical analysis of reactor
noise (Johnson, 1963). For the experiments devoted to `†, the525

reported measurements are `† = 8.1 ± 0.09 ms (Huffman et al.,
1963) and `† = 8.06 ± 0.26 ms (Crocker and Stephan, 1964)
from two series of transient test analysis.

For conservatism, we will retain Λ† = 7.94 ± 0.26 ms for
the reduced neutron generation time and `† = 8.06 ± 0.26 ms530

for the reduced prompt neutron lifetime. Kinetics parameters
have been originally computed in (Siréta and Bouret, 2014) by
resorting to the only method available in Tripoli-4 R© at that
time, i.e., weighting by the expected number of fission neutrons
in the next generation (Lee and Hugot, 2011; Hugot and Lee,535

Figure 8: (Color online) Radial view of the Tripoli-4 R© model
of the SPERT IV D-12/25 core.

2011). Since this method can be basically seen as a particular
case of the IFP when M = 1, it is also called IFP1 (Truchet et
al., 2015). For the reduced prompt neutron lifetime, the value
previously computed in (Siréta and Bouret, 2014) by using the
IFP1 method and the JEFF3.1.1 library was `† = 8.3 ± 0.13540

ms.
For this work, we have run new Monte Carlo simulations

with the development version of Tripoli-4 R©, and computed
the kinetics parameters of the SPERT-IV D-12/25 core by re-
sorting to the IFP method and the three nuclear data libraries.545

The kinetics parameters obtained for Tripoli-4 R© model with
JEFF3.1.1, ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 are reported in
Tab. 10. These numerical findings are compatible with the
measured kinetics parameters reported above. Simulation re-
sults obtained with the MCNP6 model for SPERT IV using550

ENDF/B-VII.r0 are reported in Tab. 10 for comparison: a good
agreement is found with respect to Tripoli-4 R©.

5.2. Partial kinetics parameters
In (Johnson, 1963), the partial kinetics parameters βeff,i and

λi for the SPERT IV 12/25-D core are also reported. Simi-555

larly as for the case of the SPERT III E-core, these values have
been computed by resorting to the arguments and numerical
estimates reported in (Keepin, 1965), and have been used in
order to infer the in-hour equation for the calibration of the
system reactivity during rod drop and period doubling exper-560

iments. Uncertainties have been also evaluated. Thus, these
data can again be used as reference values in order to probe the
appropriateness of the nuclear data libraries used to produce
the Monte Carlo estimates. The partial kinetics parameters pro-
vided in (Johnson, 1963) are regrouped into 6 precursor fami-565

lies and read as given in Tab. 12 and 13. This allows separately
evaluating the impact of nuclear data libraries for the calcula-
tion of βeff,i and λi, at least limitedly to ENDF/B-VII.r0 and
JENDL-4.0.
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Figure 9: (Color online) Comparison between reference and
computed dynamic reactivity of the SPERT IV 12/25-D core.
Black squares represent reference data from (Crocker and
Stephan, 1964). The other symbols correspond to Tripoli-4 R©

calculations with different nuclear data libraries: blue triangles
for JEFF3.1.1; green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0; and red cir-
cles for JENDL-4.0.

We have computed the partial kinetics parameters βeff,i and570

λi with Tripoli-4 R©: simulation results are given in Tab. 11
for JEFF3.1.1, and in Tabs. 12 and 13 for JENDL-4.0 and
ENDF/B-VII.r0. For ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0, we
have also computed the relative errors with respect to literature
data (see Tabs. 12 and 13). These findings are illustrated in575

Fig. 17 for the relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff

and in Fig. 18 for the decay constants λi. Simulation results
for ai and λi obtained with the MCNP6 model for SPERT IV are
also reported in Tabs. 12 and 13 for comparison: an excellent
agreement is found with respect to Tripoli-4 R©.580

5.3. The dynamic reactivity

Analogously as for the SPERT III E-core, a series of reactor
excursion experiments was also performed on the SPERT IV
12/25-D core. In the context of this program, the asymptotic
reactor period T following rapid reactivity insertions was ex-585

perimentally determined (Crocker and Stephan, 1964). These
data allow determining the in-hour curve ρe = ρe(T ), express-
ing the reactivity ρe (in dollars) as a function of the measured
asymptotic reactor period T .

The dynamic reactivity ρd can be inferred based on the in-590

hour equation 1 based on the kinetics parameters βeff/Λeff, ai =

βeff,i/βeff, and λi estimated as described above. The results of the
Tripoli-4 R© simulations for the SPERT IV 12/25-D core corre-
sponding to JEFF3.1.1, ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 are
displayed in Fig. 9, where they are contrasted to the measured595

data. The relative discrepancies between calculations and ex-
perimental data are provided in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: (Color online) Relative errors (C − E)/E between
reference and computed dynamic reactivity of the SPERT IV
12/25-D core. Reference data (E) are taken from (Crocker and
Stephan, 1964). Symbols correspond to Tripoli-4 R© calcula-
tions (C) with different nuclear data libraries: blue triangles for
JEFF3.1.1; green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0; and red circles
for JENDL-4.0. Errors (C − E)/E are expressed in percent.

Both JEFF3.1.1 and JENDL-4.0 results are in good agree-
ment with reference data, over the 0.75$ to 1.2$ range, anal-
ogously as for the SPERT III E-core results. Results obtained600

with ENDF/B-VII.r0 show the same decreasing trend with a
4-5% underestimation for reactor period close to 1 s.

Based on the kinetics parameters for the MCNP6 model,
we have computed the dynamic reactivity resulting from the
ENDF/B-VII.r0 library, and compared it to the values obtained605

with Tripoli-4 R©. This allows singling out the impact of the
model with respect to that of the nuclear data. Results are illus-
trated in Fig. 11: it is apparent that MCNP6 and Tripoli-4 R© are in
excellent agreement with respect to each other (largely within
one sigma), and both show a systematic bias with respect to the610

reference experimental data, which mirrors the effects of the
nuclear data library.

6. Conclusions

A new capability for the calculation of the partial kinetics
parameters βi (delayed neutron fractions per precursor family615

i, as obtained by the IFP method) and λi (precursor decay con-
stants per precursor family i) has been recently implemented
into the development version of the Monte Carlo code Tripoli-
4 R©. Once the partial kinetics parameters have been determined,
the dynamic reactivity of a core can be computed based on620

the in-hour equation. In this work, we have investigated the
behaviour of the dynamic reactivity for three reactor configu-
rations, namely, IPEN/MB-01, SPERT III E-core and SPERT
IV 12/25-D core. For these three reactors, the in-hour curve
has been estimated as a function of the asymptotic reactor pe-625
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Figure 11: (Color online) Relative errors (C − E)/E between
reference and computed dynamic reactivity of the SPERT IV
12/25-D core. Reference data (E) are taken from (Crocker and
Stephan, 1964). Symbols correspond to calculations (C) with
ENDF/B-VII.r0 data library and independent Monte Carlo
models for geometry and compositions. Blue squares: Tripoli-
4 R©; magenta triangles: MCNP6. Errors (C − E)/E are expressed
in percent.

riod and made available in the literature. We have therefore
compared the computed dynamic reactivity curve to the known
data, with a two-fold aim. On one hand, we have validated
the newly developed calculation routines for the partial kinet-
ics parameters. On the the other hand, we have been able to630

probe the impact of nuclear data on the obtained results. The
comparison between the Monte Carlo estimates and the values
reported in the literature is overall satisfactory. However, by
contrasting the measured reactivity curves with those computed
by resorting to JEFF3.1.1, ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0,635

we have singled out some possible inconsistencies in the nu-
clear data libraries used for the Monte Carlo simulation. While
the computed values of the delayed neutron fraction βeff and
of the mean generation time Λeff are in good agreement with
reference data (within statistical uncertainties), the repartition640

of βeff,i and λi as a function of the precursor families seems
more problematic and might lead to systematic discrepancies
in the dynamic reactivity. This is especially true for the case
of ENDF/B-VII.r0, where the mean delayed neutron lifetime
τ, as computed from the time constants λi and relative abun-645

dances ai, has been shown to be systematically underestimated
in the current benchmarks. The results obtained in this work
call thus for future investigation aimed at improving delayed
neutron distributions in nuclear libraries, since the quality and
the accuracy of these data are of utmost importance especially650

for the simulation of the transient behaviour of reactor cores.
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βeff [pcm] (C-E)/E Λeff [µs] (C-E)/E βeff/Λeff [s−1] (C-E)/E

Benchmark 750 ± 5 31.96 ± 1.06 234.66 ± 7.92

T4 JEFF-3.1.1 772.5 ± 2 3.0 ± 0.72 30.48 ± 0.011 -4.63 ± 3.32 253.6 ± 0.7 8.0 ± 3.4
T4 ENDF/B-VII.r0 753.5 ± 2.1 0.47 ± 0.72 30.52 ± 0.011 -4.51 ± 3.32 247.0 ± 0.7 5.3 ± 3.4
T4 JENDL-4.0 759.2 ± 2 1.2 ± 0.72 30.53 ± 0.011 -4.47 ± 3.32 249.0 ± 0.7 6.1 ± 3.4

MCNP JEFF-3.1.1 766.0 ± 3.6 2.13 ± 0.95 30.68 ± 0.035 -4.0 ± 4.6 249.7 ± 2.4 6.42 ± 4.93
MCNP ENDF/B-VII.r0 750.0 ± 3.6 0 ± 0.82 30.72 ± 0.037 -3.89 ± 3.19 244.3 ± 2.4 4.11 ± 3.54
MCNP JENDL-4.0 745.0 ± 7.0 -0.67 ± 0.94 30.76 ± 0.035 -3.76 ± 4.60 242.3 ± 2.38 -3.76 ± 4.6

Table 2: Effective delayed neutron fraction βeff, effective mean neutron generation time Λeff and the ratio βeff/Λeff for the IPEN/MB-
01 core. Benchmark values (E) are taken from (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). Simulation results (C) are obtained with Tripoli-4 R©

with various nuclear data libraries. Relative errors (C − E)/E are expressed in percent. For MCNP, relative errors are those reported
in (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014).

family Benchmark ENDF/B-VII.r0 (C-E)/E JENDL-4.0 (C-E)/E

1 0.0357 ± 8×10−5 0.03021 ± 5×10−4 -15.4 ± 1.6 0.03194 ± 5×10−4 -11.5 ± 1.7
2 0.1951 ± 1.3×10−2 0.16235 ± 1.1×10−3 -16.8 ± 4.8 0.21120 ± 1.3×10−3 7.8 ± 4.8
3 0.1787 ± 2.3×10−2 0.15999 ± 1.2×10−3 -10.4 ± 9.8 0.19511 ± 1.3×10−3 9.0 ± 9.8
4 0.4133 ± 4.1×10−2 0.45759 ± 1.9×10−3 10.7 ± 3.3 0.39153 ± 1.8×10−3 -5.2 ± 3.3
5 0.1108 ± 6.8×10−3 0.14182 ± 1×10−3 28.0 ± 7.8 0.12614 ± 1×10−3 14.6 ± 7.6
6 0.0665 ± 1.7×10−3 0.04805 ± 6.3×10−4 -27.8 ± 5.7 0.04407 ± 6×10−4 -33.1 ± 5.8

Table 3: Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the IPEN/MB-01 core: benchmark values from (dos Santos
and Diniz, 2014) and simulation results obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 nuclear data libraries.
Relative errors are expressed in percent.

family Benchmark ENDF/B-VII.r0 (C-E)/E JENDL-4.0 (C-E)/E

1 0.012456 0.012491 0.2 ± 0.0 0.0125145 0.4 ± 0.0
2 0.0317 ± 1.1×10−3 0.03168 -0.6 ± 10 0.030686 -3.8 ± 10
3 0.1085 ± 5.4×10−3 0.10996 1.4 ± 5.0 0.11397 5.0 ± 5.0
4 0.3054 ± 5.5×10−3 0.319188 4.5 ± 1.8 0.30684 0.5 ± 1.8
5 1.085 ± 0.044 1.350806 2.4 ± 4.2 1.16232 7.1 ± 4.1
6 3.14 ± 0.11 8.7570 179 ± 7.2 3.1099 -1.0 ± 3.5

Table 4: Precursor decay constants λi [s−1] for the IPEN/MB-01 core: benchmark values from (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014) and
simulation results obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 nuclear data libraries. Error bars on λi are
smaller than 10−4 for all families. Relative errors are expressed in percent.

family Benchmark JEFF3.1.1 (C-E)/E

1 0.0357 ± 3.1×10−4 0.0318 ± 1.2×10−4 -11.0 ± 0.9
2 0.1418 ± 5.0×10−3 0.1452 ± 5.7×10−5 2.4 ± 3.5
3 0.0760 ± 7.7×10−3 0.0892 ± 7.3×10−5 17.4 ± 10.2
4 0.1813 ± 1.3×10−2 0.1939 ± 5.1×10−5 6.9 ± 7.4
5 0.3444 ± 9.7×10−3 0.3263 ± 3.9×10−5 -5.2 ± 2.8
6 0.1017 ± 8.0×10−3 0.0993 ± 7.0×10−5 -2.4 ± 7.9
7 0.0862 ± 3.2×10−3 0.0849 ± 7.7×10−5 -1.5 ± 3.8
8 0.0329 ± 7.0×10−3 0.0294 ± 1.3×10−4 -10.7 ± 21.2

Table 5: Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the IPEN/MB-01 core: benchmark values from a new analysis
of macroscopic noise measurements (with eight families) and simulation results obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using JEFF3.1.1

nuclear data library.
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Figure 12: (Color online) Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the IPEN/MB-01 core. Left. Blue squares
represent reference values (E) taken from (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). The other symbols represent Tripoli-4 R© calculations (C):
green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0 and red circles for JENDL-4.0. Right. Relative errors (C − E)/E, in percent.
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Figure 13: (Color online) Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the IPEN/MB-01 core, from a new analysis
of macroscopic noise measurements with eight families. Left. Blue squares represent reference values (E) taken from (dos Santos
and Diniz, 2014). Magenta triangles represent Tripoli-4 R© calculations (C) for JEFF-3.1.1. Right. Relative errors (C − E)/E, in
percent.
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Figure 14: (Color online) Precursor decay constants λi for the IPEN/MB-01 core. Left. Blue squares represent reference values (E)
taken from (dos Santos and Diniz, 2014). The other symbols represent Tripoli-4 R© calculations (C): green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0
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Reference T4 JEFF3.1.1 T4 ENDF/B-VII.r0 T4 JENDL-4.0 MCNP ENDF/B-VII.r0

βeff [pcm] 718 (7 − 15%) 764.0 ± 4.6 748.2 ± 4.4 745.2 ± 4.4 778 ± 21
Λeff [µs] 15.55 (7 − 15%) 17.3 ± 0.01 17.3 ± 0.01 17.3 ± 0.01 17.72 ± 0.06
Λ† [ms] 2.15 (1 − 12%) 2.27 ± 0.02 2.31 ± 0.02 2.32 ± 0.03 2.28

Table 6: Kinetics parameters of the SPERT III E-core. Reference values are taken from (McCardell et al., 1969; Taxelius and
Potenza, 1967). Simulation results are obtained with Tripoli-4 R© with several nuclear data libraries. For comparison, results
obtained in (Olson, 2013a,b) by using a MCNP Monte Carlo model with ENDF/B-VII.r0 are also reported.

family βeff,i/βeff λi

1 0.0284 ± 2.7×10−4 0.012467
2 0.1426 ± 1.5×10−4 0.028292
3 0.0856 ± 7.9×10−5 0.042524
4 0.1937 ± 1.4×10−4 0.133042
5 0.3184 ± 1.5×10−4 0.292467
6 0.1066 ± 2.3×10−4 0.666488
7 0.0890 ± 3.0×10−4 1.634781
8 0.0352 ± 2.3×10−4 3.5546

Table 7: Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff and precursor decay constants λi [s−1] for the SPERT III E-core:
simulation results obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using JEFF3.1.1 nuclear data library.

family Reference ENDF/B-VII.r0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f JENDL-4.0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f MCNP ENDF/B-VII.r0

1 0.0355 ± 5×10−3 0.02808 ± 1×10−3 -20.9 ± 14.7 0.03112 ± 1×10−3 -12.3 ± 14.5 0.0228
2 0.2015 ± 1.1×10−2 0.16206 ± 2.4×10−3 -19.6 ±5.7 0.21107 ± 2.7×10−3 4.7 ± 5.63 0.1568
3 0.1863 ± 1.78×10−2 0.15353 ± 2.3×10−3 -17.6 ±10.0 0.19411 ± 2.6×10−3 4.2 ± 10.0 0.1452
4 0.4 ± 8.2×10−3 0.45896 ± 4.1×10−3 14.7 ± 2.3 0.38694 ± 3.6×10−3 -3.3 ± 2.2 0.4756
5 0.1435 ± 1.51×10−2 0.14931 ± 2.3×10−3 4.1 ± 10.7 0.13109 ± 2.1×10−3 -8.6 ± 10.7 0.1555
6 0.0328 ± 7.4×10−3 0.04806 ± 1.3×10−3 46.5 ± 25.2 0.04567 ± 1.2×10−3 39.2 ± 24.5 0.0450

Table 8: Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the SPERT III E-core: reference values (Cre f ) from (Taxelius,
1967) and simulation results (C) obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 nuclear data libraries. Rela-
tive errors (C − Cre f )/Cre f are expressed in percent. For comparison, results obtained in (Olson, 2013a,b) by using a MCNP Monte
Carlo model with ENDF/B-VII.r0 are also reported.

family Reference ENDF/B-VII.r0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f JENDL-4.0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f MCNP ENDF/B-VII.r0

1 0.0127 ± 3×10−4 0.01249 -1.6 ± 2.4 0.012558 -1.1 ± 2.4 0.01249
2 0.0317 ± 1.1×10−3 0.0316 -0.3 ± 3.5 0.03077 -2.9 ± 3.5 0.0316
3 0.1167 ± 4.2×10−3 0.11031 -5.5 ± 3.6 0.11546 -1.1 ± 3.6 0.11012
4 0.3142 ± 1.2×10−2 0.32048 2.0 ± 3.8 0.31001 -1.3 ± 3.8 0.32041
5 1.4 ± 0.11 1.348945 -3.6 ± 7.9 1.17762 -15.9 ± 8.0 1.34624
6 3.8803 ± 0.51 8.8278 127.5 ± 21.3 3.1656 -18.4 ± 13.3 8.8746

Table 9: Precursor decay constants λi for the SPERT III E-core: reference values (Cre f ) from (Taxelius, 1967) and simula-
tion results (C) obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 nuclear data libraries. Relative errors (C-
Cre f )/Cre f are expressed in percent. For comparison, results obtained in (Olson, 2013a,b) by using a MCNP Monte Carlo model with
ENDF/B-VII.r0 are also reported.
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Figure 15: (Color online) Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the SPERT III E-core. Left. Blue squares
represent reference values (Cre f ) taken from (Taxelius, 1967). The other symbols represent Tripoli-4 R© calculations (C): green stars
for ENDF/B-VII.r0 and red circles for JENDL-4.0. Right. Relative errors (C −Cre f )/Cre f , in percent.
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Figure 16: (Color online) Precursor decay constants λi [s−1] for the SPERT III E-core. Left. Black squares represent reference values
(Cre f ) taken from (Taxelius, 1967). The other symbols represent Tripoli-4 R© calculations (C): green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0 and
red circles for JENDL-4.0. Right. Relative errors (C −Cre f )/Cre f , in percent.
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Reference T4 JEFF3.1.1 T4 ENDF/B-VII.r0 T4 JENDL-4.0 MCNP6 ENDF/B-VII.r0

βeff [pcm] 769.7 ± 6.3 749.7 ± 5.8 742.7 ± 6.0 755 ± 6
Λeff [µs] 61.86 ± 0.056 61.91 ± 0.052 61.97 ± 0.056 61.67 ± 0.05
Λ† [ms] 7.94 ± 0.26 8.03 ± 0.06 8.25 ± 0.07 8.27 ± 0.07 8.17 ± 0.07
`† [ms] 8.06 ± 0.26 8.04 ± 0.06 8.27 ± 0.07 8.36 ± 0.07 8.16 ± 0.07

Table 10: Kinetics parameters of the SPERT IV 12/25-D core. Reference values are taken from (Crocker and Stephan, 1964; Huff-
man et al., 1963; Johnson, 1963). Simulation results are obtained with Tripoli-4 R© with several nuclear data libraries. Simulation
results obtained with MCNP6 by using ENDF/B-VII.r0 are also reported.

family βeff,i/βeff λi

1 0.0330 ± 3.3×10−4 0.012467
2 0.1548 ± 1.5×10−4 0.028292
3 0.0948 ± 2.0×10−5 0.042524
4 0.1961 ± 1.4×10−4 0.133042
5 0.3238 ± 1.1×10−4 0.292467
6 0.0921 ± 2.0×10−4 0.666488
7 0.0818 ± 2.1×10−4 1.634781
8 0.0236 ± 3.7×10−4 3.5546

Table 11: Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff and precursor decay constants λi [s−1] for the SPERT IV
12/25-D core: simulation results obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using JEFF3.1.1 nuclear data library.

family Reference ENDF/B-VII.r0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f JENDL-4.0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f MCNP6 ENDF/B-VII.r0

1 0.038 ± 3×10−3 0.03193 ± 1.5×10−3 -16.0 ± 8.9 0.03424 ± 1.4×10−3 -9.7 ± 8.8 0.0318 ± 1.4×10−3

2 0.213 ± 5×10−3 0.16953 ± 3.2×10−3 -20.4 ± 2.8 0.22425 ± 3.8×10−3 5.2 ± 3.0 0.172 ± 4×10−3

3 0.188 ± 1.6×10−2 0.15908 ± 3.1×10−3 -15.43 ± 8.8 0.19929 ± 3.5×10−3 5.6 ± 8.7 0.162 ± 4×10−3

4 0.407 ± 7×10−3 0.45828 ± 5.5×10−3 12.6 ± 2.2 0.38439 ± 4.9×10−3 -5.4 ± 2.1 0.456 ± 6×10−3

5 0.128 ± 8×10−3 0.13397 ± 2.8×10−3 4.7 ± 6.6 0.11483 ± 2.7×10−3 -9.3 ± 6.6 0.134 ± 3×10−3

6 0.026 ± 3×10−3 0.04721 ± 1.6×10−3 81.6 ± 16.2 0.04299 ± 1.7×10−3 62.2 ± 15.0 0.0438 ± 14×10−3

Table 12: Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the SPERT IV D-12/25 core: reference values (Cre f )
from (Johnson, 1963) and simulation results (C) obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 nuclear data
libraries. Relative errors (C−Cre f )/Cre f are expressed in percent. Simulation results obtained with MCNP6 by using ENDF/B-VII.r0
are also reported.

family Reference ENDF/B-VII.r0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f JENDL-4.0 (C −Cre f )/Cre f MCNP6 ENDF/B-VII.r0

1 0.0127 ± 2×10−4 0.01249 -1.7 ± 1.6 0.01244 -2.1 ± 1.6 0.01249
2 0.0317 ± 8×10−4 0.0318 0.4 ± 2.5 0.03054 -3.7 ± 2.5 0.03182
3 0.115 ± 3×10−3 0.1094 -4.9 ± 2.6 0.1114 -3.1 ± 2.6 0.10938
4 0.311 ± 8×10−3 0.31699 1.9 ± 2.6 0.3014 -3.1 ± 2.6 0.31699
5 1.40 ± 0.081 1.35398 -3.3 ± 5.8 1.1360 -18.9 ± 5.9 1.35384
6 3.87 ± 0.369 8.6366 123.2 ± 15.13 3.0141 -22.1 ± 9.8 8.63415

Table 13: Precursor decay constants λi for the SPERT IV D-12/25 core: reference values (Cre f ) from (Johnson, 1963) and simulation
results (C) obtained with Tripoli-4 R© by using ENDF/B-VII.r0 and JENDL-4.0 nuclear data libraries. Error bars on λi are smaller
than 10−4 for all families. Relative errors (C−Cre f )/Cre f are expressed in percent. Simulation results obtained with MCNP6 by using
ENDF/B-VII.r0 are also reported.
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Figure 17: (Color online) Effective relative delayed neutron fractions ai = βeff,i/βeff for the SPERT IV 12/2-D core. Left. Blue
squares represent reference values (Cre f ) taken from (Johnson, 1963). The other symbols represent Tripoli-4 R© calculations (C):
green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0 and red circles for JENDL-4.0. Right. Relative errors (C −Cre f )/Cre f , in percent.
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Figure 18: (Color online) Precursor decay constants λi for the SPERT IV 12/2-D core. Left. Black squares represent reference val-
ues (Cre f ) taken from (Johnson, 1963). The other symbols represent Tripoli-4 R© calculations (C): green stars for ENDF/B-VII.r0
and red circles for JENDL-4.0. Right. Relative errors (C −Cre f )/Cre f , in percent.
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